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4.2L V MAX SHO

®

Yamaha Introduces a Newly
Upgraded 4.2L V MAX SHO
The performance and reliability you
demand, now with more charging power
In 2009, the world of high-performance outboarding changed
with the introduction of the 4.2L V MAX SHO. Here was an
outboard that was light weight with the speed and
acceleration that bass boaters had been demanding, but in a
high performance four-stroke engine platform. Tested again
and again by tournament anglers and weekend warriors alike,
V MAX SHO outboards soon became renowned for their
power, performance, and reliability yet with smooth, quiet
operation and incredible fuel economy.

The Yamaha V MAX SHO® has
taken Yamaha B.A.S.S.® Elite
Anglers to:
• Four straight Angler of the Year titles*
• 21 Elite Series Wins*
• 2 Bassmaster Classic® Wins*

According to B.A.S.S.®

*
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V MAX SHO® 70-AMP CHARGING SYSTEM WITH ISOLATOR LEAD

Starter battery

House battery

continued from page 1

The newly upgraded 4.2L V MAX SHO is

remain the pinnacle of Yamaha performance in

designed to meet the ever-increasing demand

the V6 category. Now, however, they feature a

for charging amperage while maintaining that

bold and aggressive new look and produce up

same raw power and total reliability you’ve

to 70 gross charging amps… a full 40 percent

come to expect from Yamaha. At 200, 225, or

more than before. In addition, they can be

250 prop-shaft horsepower, and with select

equipped with an optional isolator lead to

models available in 25” shaft, these outboards

better charge house or trolling batteries.
continued on page 3
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Auto UP
Tilt range

Auto Down
Tilt range

Manual

Trim range
continued from page 2

Also new is the exclusive TotalTilt™ feature.*

Movement can be stopped anywhere in

With a double tap of the trim button, the Next

between by pressing the tilt button again

Gen 4.2L V MAX SHO will tilt from its current

during this operation. No more having to hold

position to full tilt up (or to tilt limit setting,

the trim button makes for easier trailering and

whichever is lowest), or down to the engagement

storage or wherever having your outboard’s

of the trim rams, without further interaction by

lower unit fully submerged is not desired.

the operator (for safety, a warning horn will

That’s convenience.

sound before and during these operations).

continued on page 4

*Yamaha CL5, CL7, or MFDI required for activation/deactivation. Boat builder or dealer can activate/deactivate this function at any time using a CL5,
CL7, or MFDI, even if these devices are not permanently installed in the boat.
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continued from page 3

The newly upgraded 4.2L V MAX SHO remains a

conventional analog gauges*, or digital with the

mechanically operated outboard using hydraulic

new CL5 digital touchscreen display or the CL7

steering, so it maintains its simplicity and

full function MFD, the newly upgraded 4.2L V

familiarity, ease of rigging and service, and

MAX SHO offers the power, performance, and

suitability for cable-driven foot pedal

reliability you demand and the charging power

acceleration. With flexible gauge options from

and convenience features you need.
continued on page 5

Model Name

Shaft Length

Model Prefix

Weight

Availability

VF250LB

20”

6KW

529 lbs

May 2021

VF250XB

25”

6LF

567 lbs

May 2021

VF225LB

20”

6KX

529 lbs

May 2021

VF200LB

20”

6KY

529 lbs

May 2021

VF200XB

25”

6LG

567 lbs

May 2021

*The newly upgraded V MAX SHO® “B” models require installation of an AGI (6Y9-8A2D0-30-00) or addition of a resistance-type trim
sender and cam for an analog trim gauge to read (67H-83672-01-00 and 64E-43139-11-00, respectively)
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FEATURES

This document contains many of the valuable trademarks and service marks owned and used by Yamaha throughout the world. The document may also contain
references to other company, brand and product names that may be the trademarks/service marks of their respective owners. These company, brand and
product names are used herein for identification purposes only, and references to any names, marks, products or services of third parties do not constitute
or imply endorsement, sponsorship or recommendation of the third party or the products or services. Information and data contained herein is approximate
and subject to many different factors and variables, including but not limited to atmosphere, water, equipment conditions, and operator ability. It is provided
as a guideline only and should not be relied upon as a representative of actual performance. Due to Yamaha’s ongoing commitment to product improvement,
we reserve the right to change without notice, equipment, availability, specifications, and prices. Also, due to various factors, including the boat’s actual weight
and wind and water conditions, the product’s performance may be different than the information contained herein. Please confirm the specifications and
performance data on your specific boat/engine combination with your dealer prior to purchase.
REMEMBER to always observe all applicable boating laws. Never drink and drive. Dress properly with a USCG-approved personal floatation device and
protective gear. Boat smart from the start. Take a boating safety course and get a free vessel safety check annually for your boat. For more information, contact:
United States Coast Guard Auxiliary online at www.cgaux.org, or United States Power Squadrons at 888-for-usps or www.usps.org.
© 2021 Yamaha Motor Corporation, U.S.A. All rights reserved.
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